THE CAMPBELL HALL

LEGACY SOCIETY
Planned Giving

CAMPBELL HALL is
a COMMUNITY of INQUIRY
COMMITTED to ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE and the
YOU ARE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS. Campbell Hall is a community of inquiry that

inspires its students, faculty, administrators, and parents to explore the world with our hearts and

NURTURING of DECENT, LOVING
and RESPONSIBLE human beings.

minds — inspiring all to build lives of purpose and meaningful accomplishment. Campbell Hall is now
widely known as a dynamic academic institution with a reputation for being both innovative and
appropriately traditional within a richly complex and textured community. Over the course of
Campbell Hall’s almost 75-year history, the School has benefitted from the extraordinary donors whose
cumulative charitable contributions have been instrumental in supporting the School’s phenomenal
growth in every aspect of the program. Investments from families like yours are critical to making all of
this possible.
Join us in our commitment to continue this mission. Be a part of our legacy and yours.

The Rev. Canon Julian P. Bull
Headmaster

YOU HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO INVEST IN A PLACE LIKE NO OTHER.

As a Legacy Society member...

YOUR GIFT IS A POWERFUL
CITIZENS WHO ARE MOTIVATED BY THEIR RESPONSIBILITY AND OBLIGATION TO THOSE
OTHER THAN THEMSELVES. WHO LEAD MEANINGFUL AND PRODUCTIVE LIVES. WHO
GO OUT INTO THE WORLD AND IMPACT THEIR COMMUNITIES WITH KINDNESS AND
COMPASSION.

INVESTMENT IN DEVELOPING...
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVERS
INNOVATIVE THINKERS
COMMUNITY-MINDED INDIVIDUALS

The Campbell Hall Legacy Society honors those who demonstrate exceptional commitment to our

community through their future financial and philanthropic plans. Members of the Legacy Society are

those who have chosen to support Campbell Hall through a planned gift and have shared this information
with the School in writing.
This honorary society is made up of current parents, grandparents, alumni, parents of alumni, faculty,

and staff who celebrate a common bond of generosity, visionary leadership, and dedication to nourishing
the School’s continued success.
Planned gifts are key to ensuring an extraordinary education for generations of Campbell Hall students
for decades to come.

CRITICAL THINKERS
CURIOUS LEARNERS
KIND + INCLUSIVE HUMAN BEINGS

Your gift is a powerful investment in nurturing…

COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM-

SOLVERS
“It’s apparent there is something wonderful
happening at Campbell Hall.”

—Ave Womack-O’Neil, Middle School Dean
Athletic Teams

Performing Arts Productions

a lifelong appreciation for

offers a wide range of K-12

competition, exercise, discipline,

opportunities in Dance, Drama,

teamwork, sportsmanship, and the

Technical Theatre, Music, TV

The Athletic Department sparks

of Campbell Hall
students play on one or
more of the 70 fielded
teams elementary
through high school.

The Performing Arts Department

Student Publications
 Caliburnus
 Yearbook
 The Piper

 Viking Voice

Student Council

Outreach Gift Fair

Beginning in 4th grade, elected

This holiday tradition, started in

student body and class officers work

1990, helps our students begin a

together to serve the needs of their

life-long involvement in service and

fellow classmates and organize a

outreach. Each class works together

purist of victory with

Production and Recording Arts.

variety of campus events

to raise money for a specific cause

honor. A positive

Our faculty emphasizes the devel-

throughout the year. This program

such as preservation of the rain

atmosphere of healthy

opment of artistic technique,

gives students the opportunity to

forest, Interfaith Food Pantry, and

competition and fun

discipline, social and emotional

develop their skills as community

Hillsides Homes for Children in

promotes balance,

intelligence, and self-confidence in a

leaders and work collaboratively to

Pasadena. The service learning

well-being, and skills

collaborative, student-centered

represent the student body.

component of this activity not only

that will continue to

environment. We motivate our

explores a variety of outreach

service students long

students to engage in their craft with

opportunities, but also encourages

after graduation.

sensitivity and open minds; to

students’ to earn their own money

support their fellow students and

for the class gift by doing household

school; and to cultivate an

chores such as car washes, dishes,

awareness of the broader world in

and taking care of the family pets. In

which they belong.

a culminating chapel, each grade
presents their Outreach Gift Fair
project.

raised last year by elementary students

Your gift is a powerful investment in fostering…

INNOVATIVE THINKERS

Junior Curators

Technical Theater

Each year, roughly 15 high school

This program offers students a

students become

comprehensive hands-on

Junior Curators for the

experience producing, designing,

Campbell Hall Gallery

constructing, and stage

and together they

managing. Through our

produce two exhibits
that showcase student

exhibits per year

Theater Technology and Stage
Design electives, students study

work and three

these crafts and can apply them as

exhibits that feature work from

student designers for the secondary

professional artists.

fall dramas, spring musicals, dance
productions, etc. Each production’s
scenic, lighting, prop, sound, hair
and makeup elements are designed
entirely by our students.

Recording Studio

Secondary Recording Arts &

Production program begins in high

school and is offered in sequential
levels - I, II, & III. This program also

gives students the opportunity to

earn a ProTools (industry standard

audio software) certification though
our Learning Partnership with AVID.

Certified students are then included

in AVID’s “Find A Certified

Professional” online directory
alongside established and

seasoned audio professionals.

Choreographers Lab

Creative Writing Program

technique and vocabulary through

sequence of classes and experi-

which progress, discipline, and self-

ences, the Creative Writing program

confidence are developed. We

seeks to ignite a lifelong curiosity

incorporate educational theories in

about and love for language in every

order to cultivate developmentally

student it touches. Through focused

appropriate learning experiences.

and detailed in-class workshops, a

Students become knowledgeable in

wide variety of exercises and

the language of dance in order to

readings across genres, performance

use their natural passion for

and publication opportunities,

movement as a means of communi-

collaborations with other depart-

cation and self-expression. Dance

ments, and public purpose projects,

inspires a valuable exchange of

Campbell Hall’s creative writers

ideas and promotes human

discover and hone their voices while

interaction, which generates a social

learning how to contribute them

conscience within the student.

constructively and provocatively to

Our teaching emphasis is on proper

A multi-tiered, joyful, stimulating

the community at large.

INNOVATIVE THINKERS

Engineering

repeat). Students work in small

experiences I’ve had in my career. It was

notebooks throughout the course of

“This was one of the most fun teaching

groups and keep engineering

a pleasure to work with such a

the semester. At the conclusion of

watch as their projects progressed from

present their findings, which could

phenomenal group of students and to
the conceptual phase to a finished

the semester, they write a paper and
possibly be published. Throughout

prototype. What they ended up doing

the semester students learn more

so impressive!” said Greg Williams,

methods for evaluating or testing

over the course of a single semester is

engineering teacher.

in-depth engineering concepts and
their project. Jayson Marshall ‘16
and Gilbert Chung ’16 created

on a educational and professional level

Young Authors

TV Production Studio

functional NAO robot and learn to

tradition, 1st - 4th graders brain-

school, Campbell Hall offers a

program in a GUI environment,

storm, write, edit, and illustrate

secondary course in television

Choregraphe, and Python

bound books related to a certain

production. The course covers the

Robotics

programming language. High

class-specific theme. At the end of

basic principles and techniques of

School students can also join the

this months-long process, families

writing, producing, and directing in

become leaders in STEAM (Science,

competitive Robotics Team where

are invited to a special event where

a multi-camera television studio.

gain real, hands-on, technical

students proudly present their

Students work in a collaborative

engineering training, and develop

stories in small groups. This

environment and learn about

leadership skills. Students leave the

program allows students to engage

operating studio and control room

team inspired to pursue STEAM in

in an animated exchange of creative

equipment including, camera,

their careers.

ideas and learn from one another as

switcher, prompter, audio mixer,

they develop their narrative writing

video recorders, microphones,

skills.

studio lighting, and a green screen.

and have been given the skills

necessary to succeed at a higher

degree.” —Jayson Marshall ‘16.

Campbell Hall inspires students to
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and
Math) through K-12 robotics
offerings. Elementary students first
learn the basics using Beebots,
Cubelets, Dash and Lego

The Engineering Research Projects

custom golf club grips using 3D

course is centered on a single,

scanning and 3D printing to

semester-long project in which

perfectly customize the grip of a

students go through multiple itera-

golf club to fit a person’s hand.

solving, programming and coding

Hall, I have learned about engineering

ultimately build their own robots.

tions of the engineering design
cycle (design, prototype, test,

”As an engineering student at Campbell

Mindstorms. They later learn
sequencing, estimation, problemthrough inquiry and creativity, then

In the upper school Applied
Robotics course, students use a fully

In this longstanding School

Unlike any other local independent

Your gift is a powerful investment in fostering…

COMMUNITY-MINDED
INDIVIDUALS
Campbell Hall’s Public Purpose Program are dedicated to expanding our community through collaborative
learning experiences. Below are three examples:

SEPP

Summer Enrichment Pilot Program is

Creative Writing Experiential
Workshop (CREW)

ACTION! Film & TV Workshop

This two-week, tuition-free summer

a tuition-free academically rigorous

A team of Campbell Hall’s most

program joins Campbell Hall with

curriculum and college access

committed and passionate high

LA’s BEST (an after-school program

program designed to support low-

school creative writers spend the fall

for Los Angeles public schools) to

income high achievers who aspire to

and winter training and then, in

act, produce, direct, and edit

be the first in their family to

spring, head out into the community

original productions, culminating in

graduate from a four-year college,

to run ten-week creative writing

a film/TV festival for students,

and in many cases paving the

workshop/camps for 4th and 5th

families and friends.

way for others in their family and

graders at much less advantaged

community. “This public purpose

program is about making an impact in
the community by doing what we do
best—preparing exceptional kids for
college,” says John Rue, SEPP

Director. “We’re just getting started,
but we’re proud to see what it has
already begun changing the lives of
our scholars and their mentors.”

public schools. Instructor Glen

Hirshberg reflects, “We come back to

Campbell Hall soaring, inspired,
hopeful, and most of all, proud of our
own students, who have already learned
so much about how to use their talents
and compassion and stories to draw
stories out of others, and thereby
quietly, on kid at a time, change the
world.”

Outdoor Service Learning Trips

Experiencing the world beyond the

service. They were cheerful, respect-

Big Sunday

Campbell Hall is proud to parti-

ful, and so helpful over the many

classroom is an increasingly

cipate in this annual, city-wide

important skill set that we embrace

community service event in Los

and promote in our community.

Angeles – the biggest in the country!

Each year our students are given
more and more opportunities to
travel, volunteer, immerse in
languages and cultures, and most
importantly, evolve as globallyminded thinkers. Past trips include
Catalina Island, Big Sur, Tijuana,
Mexico, Yosemite National Park, and
Haiti.

days that they came to our offices.

From Berenice Katcher, Big Sunday organizer:

“I am biased as I love Campbell Hall
- its culture, its students and its
community. There is absolute truth in
the statement that the students of
Campbell Hall were an invaluable
cog in the ‘engine’ that is Big Sunday
and that they exemplify everything
that we aspire to in our mission -

to build community through community

Community Service, a secondary school
requirement, has been a Campbell Hall
tradition for over 20 years.

hours per year
per student

The students demonstrated
leadership skills, tremendous
organizational ability and an
overwhelming spirit of camaraderie.
They responded well to our
requests, took direction easily and
above all, were aware of why they

were there. It is always a pleasure for

us and we are extremely thankful to
everyone at Campbell Hall who works
with us in making such a phenomenal
difference in the lives of so many others.”

9-12 graders

hours per year

Your gift is a powerful investment in developing…

CRITICAL THINKERS
Campbell Hall is a dynamic school with a reputation for being both progressive and traditional, for
having both academic rigor and a nurturing community, and for celebrating both individual
accomplishments as well as what we accomplish together.

Students are encouraged to look at the world in which
they live more critically, question their own assumptions

College Counseling

In keeping with our emphasis on holistic development

and beliefs, and develop a better understanding of who

and conscious inquiry, we guide families to see the

they are.

college process through the lens of self-discovery,

Senior Seminars, for example, provide students an

opportunity for in-depth study of specific disciplines,
issues, phenomena affecting contemporary society and
culture. This year’s seminars:

curiosity, and authenticity. “Having been the Columbia

representative for Campbell Hall for several years, I have

been impressed with the way students explore their college
options in an open and rigorous way. They are not just

 The Art World Today

groveling at the door of an Ivy, but rather fully exploring

 The Business of Sports

and personal needs. This is the sign of a school that is

 Ethics L.A.

counseling, to think critically and in a way that extends

 Non-Fiction Creative Writing

how a particular college might meet their intellectual

 Cultural Anthropology in the Modern World

teaching its students, in its classrooms and through its

 Horror in Classic & Contemporary Films, TV, and

outside the classroom as well... Clearly there is some real

Fiction

 Movies with a Conscience

 Race, Power & American Identity

pedagogical heft to a place that encourages such independent
thought and inquiry.” —Peter V. Johnson, Direct of

Enrollment Programs and Special Projects, Columbia
University.

Faculty/Student Ratio

Your gift is a powerful investment in fostering…

CURIOUS LEARNERS
Become a part of the good things happening at Campbell Hall.
Ensure the good for future generations.

High School students have the
option to supplement their

Ahmanson Library

academic schedules and delve

Independent Studies

including: The Literary Landscape,

Writing & Development of Film
Online Study Programs

fiction books

Early Childhood Education

students. Campbell Hall was

themselves and others, to bond, to
face new challenges individually and
together, and to allow themselves to

non-fiction books

books added per year

see struggle as opportunity.
Observatory

Our very own on-campus telescope
offers our K-12 amateur astronomers

online databases

including: Multi-Variable Calculus,
German, Electricity & Magnetism,

students to learn about the natural
environment, to learn about

Mixed Media Special Projects,
Advanced Engineering,

W.M. Keck Science Lab

Outdoor education encourages
students visit per day

into areas of study not currently
offered in the curriculum:

Experiential Education

newspapers and periodicals

the chance to view the many
celestial wonders in the sky. Various
Star Parties are held throughout the
year for all community members to
join in the exploration.

e-books

A campus favorite for elementary

selected as one of only eight schools

around the country to test the

engineering program A Slippery
Slope: Engineering on Avalanche
Protection Systems. The young
engineers explore the idea that they
can design and improve technology.
Students investigate the cause of
avalanches, engineer a series of
catches and barriers to protect a
model village and present their
designs.

Sara Wasserman, Ph.D. ’98 reflects
“My love for science and inquiry was
originally ignited by Mrs. Savage, my

Mindfulness

Campbell Hall offers mindfulness

instruction in elementary through

5th grade science teacher at

high school to help students learn

ask questions and unafraid to fail,

in the moment, and free of anxiety.

Campbell Hall. Campbell Hall students

develop a resilience required for

innovation and problem-solving.”

how to be more connected, present

Based on neurological research,

learning mindfulness skills helps

reduce stress, strengthen attention,

deepen self-awareness, and increase
compassion for self and others.

Mindfulness programs are also

offered to parents, faculty, and staff.

Central to the development of

Alumni College Mentor Program

The Alumni Association offers

Diversity + Inclusion

decent, loving, and responsible

upperclassman the opportunity to

fostering a community that honors

human beings is a strong and

reach out to alumni who attend/ed a

the diversity of the human

supportive community in which

particular college or university.

experience. We are devoted to

students feel valued, listened to and

Throughout the college process,

cultivating and sustaining a safe

cared for by adults and peers.

current students can contact alumni

environment that empowers

Community is about connection,

for advise and questions pertaining

individuals and groups to discover

understanding one another, and

to the school that the alum is

and celebrate identity.

strength in shared purpose. It

attending. We currently have almost

requires careful attention and

300 mentors representing over 150

nurturing as we all work together to

institutions of higher education.

9+12 Mentor Programs

Your gift is a powerful investment in nurturing…

KIND + INCLUSIVE
HUMAN BEINGS

understand our responsibility to
ourselves, and one another, the
K-6 Pal Program

I protect her and teach her things.”

The Pal Program is designed to

The great thing about the pals

create an everlasting bond between

program is that even though the

children of different ages. The pals

students are several grades apart,

meet regularly to go to chapel

they feel like good friends.

together and sometimes meet to
read together. They also do craft

Everyday, when pals pass each other

projects throughout the year

at school they exchange big hugs

including Day of the Dead sugar

and smiles. The pals program is the

skulls, winter decorations, and

perfect way to represent Campbell

Valentine’s Day picture frames.

Hall values.

The time these students spend
together creates unique and in
some cases everlasting friendships.
Ella Bea Gardner ‘22 remembers
“When I was the younger pal, I felt
like my pal protected me, and now I
am the older pal, and I feel like

Campbell Hall community, and the

”Campbell Hall truly is a special
place where kids become so much
more than students; they become
a part of something.”
—Will Davis ’12

world beyond our gates.

Sam Postil ’16: “All seniors have the

ability to positively influence underclassman, but its really great to have a
program dedicated to it. Thinking back to
my freshman year and how meaningful it
was to me when shown kindness and
interest by a senior, I am grateful to have
the opportunity to positively impact the
freshman class. The most meaningful
thing for me has been the concept that
what we do as mentors has the potential
to be passed on from year to year, sowing
the seeds of kindness from generation to
generation.”

Campbell Hall is committed to

different zip codes

Chapel

In every division, chapel is the
gathering place of the community.

It is where we find prayerful silence

+ a variety of faiths and family structures
students of color
faculty of color

during our busy day, collectively
cheer homecoming wins, and sing
our Alma Mater with heartfelt enthusiasm. It is the space where we

affinity groups + clubs (grades 7-12)

celebrate our traditions and ask for
continual spiritual guidance as we
become more decent, loving and
responsible human beings. Campbell
Hall is committed to supporting and
honoring the many religious, ethic,
racial, and social groups in our
diverse community. We are a
community of open inquiry and of
spiritual formation through chapel,
service learning, human development and experiential education.

in

students receive financial aid

The LEGACY SOCIETY also supports...
GENERAL ENDOWMENT FUND

The Endowment Fund supports strategic growth, adherence to our core values, and a commitment to best practices,

dynamic programs, and joyful learning. The Endowment Fund ensures the financial stability and strength of the
educational institution we love.
SCHOLARSHIPS + FINANCIAL AID

Approximately one in four Campbell Hall students receive financial aid. The school’s affordability program is based
on the belief that a student willing to meet the challenge of college preparatory education should be given the
opportunity to pursue goals even though their family’s financial status may be unable to accommodate the full tuition.

financial aid

→

of the student body +

$1,500 scholarships awarded by Alumni Board to HS students

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

There are 250 faculty and staff, and most hold advanced degrees in education and/or their subject
discipline. The school has a strong professional growth and development program, funded in part by

average years
of teaching
experience per
faculty member

charitable giving. All faculty are encouraged to continue their education while at Campbell Hall through
additional graduate courses and attendance at professional conferences and workshops. Some of our
conferences: Summer Inclusion Institute, Schools Attuned, NAIS, NAES, Subject Area Conferences.

PROGRAMMING

A gift to The Legacy Society ensures that our signature programs — academics, athletics, and arts — flourish and
continue to grow.

Legacy Society members are investing in the spirit,
community, and future of Campbell Hall.

You hold the KEY

HOW TO CONTINUE THE LEGACY
Legacy Society members are people whose heart for our mission

will impact students for generations to come.

Let me first paraphrase Ralph Waldo Emerson on the subject of “Success.”

...to leave the world a better place...to know even one life has breathed

easier because you have lived...” I have had that quote on my wall for the
past 40 years, a constant reminder of why I am, we are, here. To my wife Sally
and I, it has meant the opportunity to help make a difference...for our
children, for their children and for the Institutions we know are making a
Sally and Ron Burns at
Grandparents’ and Special Friends’ Day
with granddaughter Campbell Keith ‘25.

difference “for good.” Campbell Hall is just that. Committed first to the
development of character in a diverse social environment with a unique
focus on its “community of inquiry.” We have seen this working on our 3rd
grade granddaughter Campbell Keith, as she blossoms with a love of
science, reading, charity and the world outside. How amazingly worthwhile
all this is. Campbell Hall celebrates its 75th year in 2019 full to the brim with
exciting plans for expanded environmental, scholarship, science and athletic
programs and facilities. All with ambitious and bold objectives. And that my
friends, is where we come in. We have the opportunity to ensure that all this
takes place in the next 75 years as part of a very important and timely
initiative called, The Planned Giving Appeal which asks us to “take our place
amongst the founders of our future.” Sally and I have done so with a Planned
Giving pledge as part of our estate plan, a simple, yet meaningful
contribution. We ask you to join us and hundreds of caring families to help
secure the future for Campbell Hall. Then as Ralph Waldo said, “this is to
have succeeded.”

There are many ways to provide for Campbell Hall and

income for a designated period of time, and after the

its students who will serve as tomorrow’s global leaders.

time period lapses, the asset and any subsequent

Legacy Society members are those who have included

income reverts to the donor, the donor’s spouse,

Campbell Hall in their will or trust.

children, grandchildren or a designated person.

The easiest way to join this esteemed group of
Campbell Hall supporters is to simply notify the School
of your philanthropic intentions or add Campbell Hall as

This gift offers immediate and future tax savings.
Retirement plan assets are often subject to both

income and estate taxes. By naming Campbell Hall as

a beneficiary in your will. You may specify the exact

a beneficiary of all or a part of the residual qualified

or a particular asset. Planned Gifts also include:

income taxes, and the assets support Campbell Hall’s

dollar amount, percentage of your residuary estate,
bequests, real estate, gift annuities, life insurance,

retirement plans, your estate avoids both estate and
mission.

beneficiaries, tangible personal property, art, stock,
and living trusts.
A life income gift allows you to make a contribution to
Campbell Hall and provide income for yourself or

others for a period of time before the School benefits
from your donation. Life income gifts are attractive
because they offer a tax benefit and can increase cash
flow to the donor or another.
A charitable lead trust allows you to contribute the

income from an asset to Campbell Hall while retaining
the ownership of the asset. Campbell Hall receives the

Only through your legacy of giving can Campbell Hall
remain the outstanding and unique institution it is
today. Each and every gift enhances the financial
strength of Campbell Hall, provides a place for each
student to explore and discover their best potential,
and supports our tradition of excellence in education.
We look forward to presenting you with THE KEY TO
CAMPBELL HALL and honoring your generosity at a

Legacy Society event.

A LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBER invests in transforming students’ lives and perspectives,
enabling them to innovate, create, and explore.

HELP TO ENSURE THE TRADITIONS FROM
THE FIRST 75 YEARS OF CAMPBELL HALL
CONTINUE WELL INTO THE FUTURE.

Campbell Hall Parent-Teacher Council Meeting, 1966

CONTACT INFORMATION

Aubrey Rakoski, Associate Director of Advancement, Alumni Relations & Planned Giving, would be pleased to assist you
in exploring how your charitable legacy can include Campbell Hall. You may contact her at rakoska@campbellhall.org
or 818.505.5385.
Tax ID: 95-1716787

campbellhall.org/plannedgiving

